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MODS Captain’s Meetings 

The MODS Summer Mixed League holds mandatory captains’ meetings each year the week prior to the 

start of league. Traditionally these meetings were held at a sponsor’s location over a couple of nights. 

Each team is required to have one person in attendance (they only have to attend one of the meetings) 

Captains are the greatest resource that MODS has as an organization and this meeting serves as a way 

to inform them of important information while also handing out some free perks. During the pandemic 

we have had to move these meetings to an online Zoom platform. 

2022 Captain’s Meeting Info 

Dates: Monday May 2nd and Tuesday May 3rd. 

Time: 7:00pm (the presentation would last around 45 minutes 

Location: TBD (this year’s meetings may still take place online, IF the meeting is online only then there 

would just be one date – May 2nd) 

 

Format: The leagues Operations Director Corey Draper will provide a Power Point presentation to cover 

league formats, schedules, roster info, rules updates, league protocols and other relevant info. Captains 

can ask questions. 
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Items to pick up: at an in-person meeting captains would check in upon arrival to receive their free team 

disc, captain’s gift from VC Ultimate along with any other materials that are being handed out. If the 

meeting is online only then these items would be delivered to your field at your first or second game. 

The in-person meeting gives captains a chance to mingle with other teams, buy cones or discs, drop off 

performance bonds or pay outstanding fees. 

If the team captain cannot attend the meeting, then another player on the roster can attend on their 

behalf. 

League nights are generally assigned a night to attend. People wanting to switch nights just have to send 

an email in advance to Corey to ensure that the balance of attendees is maintained. 

If someone captains more then one team they only need to attend one of the meetings. 

 


